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Abstract. Currently available speech recognisers do not usually work well 

with elderly speech because the underlying acoustic models have typically 

been trained using speech collected from younger adults only. To develop 

speech-driven systems capable of successfully recognising elderly speech, a 

sufficient amount of elderly speech data is needed for training the acoustic 

models. This paper describes an elderly read speech data collection effort car-

ried out in Portugal, from the autumn of 2010 until the spring of 2012, apply-

ing a low-cost proctored data collection methodology using our in-house data 

collection platform, Your Speech. The resulting corpus of Portuguese elderly 

speech contains almost 90 hours of pure speech (speech with silences exclud-

ed). The transcriptions for about half of the data have already been manually 

verified and annotated for noises and disfluencies. 
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1 Introduction 

Statistics from the 2001 census in Portugal [1] show that the Portuguese population 

is aging. This is mainly because of increasing life expectancy and a decreasing birth 

rate. In December 2010, the elderly (people aged 65 and over) already covered 

18.2% of the Portuguese population – an increase of 1.1 percentage points as com-

pared with 2005 [2]. The projections presented in [3] show that, by 2060, the elderly 

population is expected to increase by a figure between 88.2% (optimistic scenario) 

and 103.74% (pessimistic scenario). Similar demographic evolution is expected in 

many other European countries [4]. According to the World Health Organization [5] 

and considering the above statistics, it is of paramount importance that policies and 

programs to keep the older population active and productive are implemented. In 

fact, to provide equal opportunities for all, ensuring active aging is one of the big-

gest challenges that our society will have to face in the coming decades.  

Previous research suggests that elderly people have more difficulties using in-

formation and communication technology (ICT) than younger adults do [6, 7]. The 

main reasons for this are the complexity of the existing user interfaces and the lim-

ited set of available interaction modalities caused by the technology mainly being 

designed with younger users in mind. Hence, from the point of view of ICT, ensur-



ing active aging translates into adapting the technology to better suit the needs of the 

elderly, for instance, by increasing the choice of available interaction modalities.  

Our usability evaluation studies suggest that speech is the easiest and most natu-

ral modality of human-computer interaction (HCI) [8]. Speech is also the preferred 

modality when interacting with mobile devices when permanent user impairments 

like arthritis, or temporary limitations that might occur in “on-the-go” situations 

such as driving, make it difficult to use other modalities like touch. However, speech 

recognisers do not yet work well with elderly speech. This is because age influences 

recognition performance due to several parameters of the speech signal (e.g. funda-

mental frequency, jitter, shimmer and harmonic noise ratio) changing with age [9, 

10] and because the acoustic models needed to recognise speech are usually trained 

using speech collected from the younger generations only. [11] showed that, as 

compared with middle-aged adults, the increase in word error rate (WER) can be as 

high as 57% relative when recognising elderly speech (in this case, digits read out 

by Danish elderly subjects aged over 70) using acoustic models trained with speech 

collected from young to middle-aged adults. On the other hand, in [12], recognising 

American English elderly speech (both spontaneous and read) using elderly-specific 

acoustic models led to a significant decrease (about 12.5% absolute) in WER as 

compared with acoustic models trained using speech collected from younger adults.  

To build speech-driven systems capable of successfully recognising elderly 

speech, a sufficient amount of elderly speech data is needed for training the acoustic 

models. There is growing international interest in improving elderly speech recogni-

tion, with several past and ongoing initiatives to collect large corpora of elderly 

speech. JASMIN-CGN [13], resulting in a corpus of 25 hours of Dutch and Flemish 

elderly speech, and S-JNAS [14], resulting in a corpus of 133 hours of Japanese 

elderly speech, are examples of past initiatives. The goal of this paper is to describe 

the results of a two-year nationwide data collection campaign carried out by Mi-

crosoft Language Development Center (MLDC) to collect clean wideband speech 

read out by elderly Portuguese speakers – that is, 16-bit, 16/22-kHz elderly read 

speech collected in a quiet environment using a laptop and a USB microphone head-

set. In addition to our effort, Portuguese elderly speech data is only being collected 

by INESC-ID [15]; a collaboration between the two efforts is already under way. 

2 Corpus Design 

2.1 Speaker Selection 

It is possible to observe differences between teenager speech, younger adult speech 

and elderly speech at the acoustic-phonetic level [16, 17]. However, there do not 

seem to be any clear-cut age-related acoustic-phonetic differences in speech [18].  

This is partly due to the aging of speech also being influenced by factors like the 

abuse or overuse of the vocal folds, smoking, alcohol consumption, and psychologi-

cal stress and tension [19, 20]. Furthermore, in Fiehler’s opinion [21], what is usual-

ly considered typical of elderly speech is more related to situational circumstances, 

such as lexical and grammatical aspects, that are commonly used to identify differ-

ent registers. While it might be impossible to determine the exact age from which an 

individual’s speech could be considered elderly, studies usually regard 60-70 years 



of age as the minimum age range for elderly speech [11]. Therefore, for our corpus, 

we decided to collect speech from subjects aged 60 and over. 

A pilot study carried out by our team suggests that elderly people with a low 

level of education (e.g. primary school) might have poor reading and technical com-

prehension skills, and would therefore be difficult to collect read speech from [16]. 

Hence, we decided to concentrate our data collection efforts on elderly subjects 

recruited from universities for senior citizens where they would be guaranteed to 

have basic reading and technical comprehension skills. We collected speech from 

elderly subjects enrolled to 29 such universities in the Lisbon, Oeiras, Cascais and 

Porto areas of Portugal. 

Apart from the age, literacy and basic technical comprehension requirements, 

we had no criteria for selecting the speakers. We did not, for example, aim at a spe-

cific ratio of female and male speakers or speakers from different regions.    

 

2.2 Prompt Selection 

The goal of the prompt selection was to create a set of prompts that would result in a 

corpus of read speech suitable for training acoustic models for a wide variety of 

speech-driven applications ranging from command and control through to dictation. 

The prompt selection and structure was inspired by existing Portuguese corpora such 

as SpeechDat II [22]. The prompts included phonetically rich sentences, as well as 

common types of prompts used in speech-driven applications (e.g. isolated digits, 

numbers, and date and time expressions). In addition to that, prompts specific to the 

speech-driven applications developed in the QREN Living Usability Lab (LUL) 

project [23] (e.g. the Living Home Center [24]) were included. Table 1 illustrates the 

number of unique speaker prompts selected for each prompt category. 

 
Table 1. The number of different prompts for each prompt category. 

Prompt Category #Unique Speaker Prompts 

Phonetically Rich Sentences 3497 

Natural Numbers 750 

Isolated Digits 10 

Phone Numbers 150 

PIN Codes 150 

Dates 750 

Times 1125 

Time Ranges 370 

Person Names 750 

City Names 500 

Application Words 229 

Application Phrases 416 

Web Words 29 

PIM 210 

 

The phonetically rich sentences were extracted from classic Portuguese literature 

and the CETEMPúblico corpus of Portuguese newspaper language [25]. To take the 

special needs of the targeted age group into account, long, complex sentences were 



avoided, and sentences related to sensitive topics, such as death, were filtered out 

[17]. The natural numbers were decimal numbers containing 4-6 digits (e.g. 3,455). 

In practice, speakers sometimes uttered them in unexpected ways. For instance, 

579,327 might have been read out as the two cardinal numbers 579 and 327 separat-

ed with the word virgula (‘comma’). Person names consisted of combinations of 

Portuguese first and last names (e.g. Alice Neto), and city names contained a total of 

about 500 Portuguese city names (e.g. Aveiro) and international city names in Portu-

guese (e.g. Varsóvia (‘Warsaw’)). Application phrases contained full commands 

considered relevant for the LUL applications (e.g. speech-enabled email (e.g. abrir 

mensagem (‘open message’)), calendar (activar alarme (‘activate alarm’))), applica-

tion words were shorter versions of them (e.g. responder (‘respond’), favoritos (‘fa-

vourites’)), and web words consisted of important web sites (e.g. Hotmail), applica-

tions (e.g. Internet Explorer) and key strikes (e.g. enter). PIM refers to commands 

that might be used in Personal Information Management applications with com-

mands for meeting request management, calendar management etc. In the case of 

number expressions (e.g. natural numbers, dates), the speakers were presented with 

their unnormalised forms in an attempt to capture all the possible variation in utter-

ing these types of expressions. For instance, 1 de Janeiro (‘1 January’) could be 

uttered as Um de Janeiro (‘One of January’) or as Primeiro de Janeiro (‘The first of 

January’). Therefore, the number of the different types of utterances elicited by the 

prompts was sometimes higher than the number of the different prompts presented 

to the speakers (cf. Table 1).  

Each subject was asked to utter a set of 160 prompts selected across the 14 

prompt categories so that all categories and prompts would be represented in a bal-

anced way in the corpus. Uttering 160 prompts resulted in recording sessions lasting 

about 20 minutes – a session duration that was short enough for maintaining the 

attention of the speakers and resulted in about 6-7 minutes of pure speech. 

3 Data Collection 

The goal of the data collection effort was to collect about 100 hours of pure speech 

read out by elderly Portuguese speakers. This was to be done at as low a cost as 

possible (less than €15,000) – a goal that was achieved by recruiting and training 

students and work seekers to collect the data (see Section 3.2) using a web-based 

data collection platform (see Section 3.1). In practice, the workflow was almost 

completely automated and little involvement was needed from the Microsoft data 

collection team to operate the campaign.  

 

3.1 Data Collection Platform 

For collecting our data, we used the web-based Doar a Voz data collection platform, 

which is based on the Your Speech data collection platform developed at Microsoft 

[26]. The essential difference between the two platforms is that Doar a Voz is local-

ised for European Portuguese and specifically adapted for elderly users, for exam-

ple, by using larger font sizes and by recalibrating the speech detection algorithm 

such that it allows longer pauses, which are characteristic of elderly speech [17]. 

The platform basically consists of an HTTP server and a client application that rec-



ords the audio using a Silverlight component in Internet Explorer. The technical 

requirements for using the platform include the Windows operating system, Internet 

Explorer 9, Silverlight 4 Runtime, a broadband Internet connection and a noise-

cancelling Life Chat LX 3000 USB headset. The web interface consists of a se-

quence of web pages used to inform the speakers of the data collection and their 

rights as a speaker, to collect information about them (age, gender and the region 

where they had grown up), and to present them with the prompts to read out. Each 

utterance is recorded separately in wave file format, without compression. The re-

cording starts when the Gravar (‘Record’) button is clicked and ends when the 

Parar (‘Stop’) button is clicked or, alternatively, in an upgraded version of the sys-

tem (see below), when no more speech is detected. The recorded utterance is then 

uploaded to the web backend and checked for the presence of speech and, in an up-

graded version of the system, also for clipping; if everything is OK, the user may 

proceed to the next prompt by clicking the Próxima Frase (‘Next prompt’) button 

or, if (s)he so wishes, rerecord the utterance by clicking the Regravar (‘Rerecord’) 

button. If the quality control is not passed, the user is requested to rerecord the utter-

ance. As opposed to data collection efforts using expensive DAT recorders, offline 

Wizard of Oz -based dialog managers and suchlike (e.g. [13, 14]), our data collec-

tion platform allows us to have an inexpensive, portable data collection setup that 

only requires a laptop with the above mentioned technical requirements but makes it 

possible for us to record speech from any speaker anywhere in the world.  

The first version of the platform was used to collect a 54% of the speech data 

using a sampling frequency of 16 kHz and a 16-bit resolution. At the beginning of 

2012, the platform was enhanced by adding an end of utterance detection algorithm 

as an alternative way of ending the recording of an utterance, and by improving the 

data quality control by refining the speech detection algorithm and adding an audio 

clipping detection algorithm (cf. Section 4.3). The upgraded version of the platform 

was used to collect the remaining 46% of the speech data using a sampling frequen-

cy of 22 kHz and a 16-bit resolution. 

 

3.2 Data Collection Procedure 

The data collection procedure involved three key steps and three key groups of par-

ticipants: (1) negotiating the details of the data collection with the participating uni-

versities for senior citizens, (2) recruiting and training the proctors that were respon-

sible for supervising the training sessions, and (3) arranging the recording sessions 

to record the speech of the elderly subjects.  

Four Microsoft employees were responsible for establishing the contact with the 

universities, presenting the project to those in charge, highlighting the benefits of 

speech-driven applications that could be built using elderly speech data, explaining 

the incentive scheme, and signing collaboration contracts. The universities taking 

part in the project helped us spread the word about the data collection during classes 

and schedule recording sessions with their students. As an incentive, we paid the 

universities a small amount of money for each group of 20 elderly students taking 

part in the recordings. The speakers did not receive a payment; their incentive was to 

contribute to the development of speech-driven applications for the elderly.  

As mentioned earlier, we recruited and trained students and work seekers as 

proctors who were responsible for supervising the recording sessions. During the ~2 



years of the data collection effort, we worked with a total of 18 proctors. We paid 

them a small amount of money for each completed recording session and, later on 

during the campaign, introduced a performance reward model that improved the data 

collection rates considerably: we paid them an extra amount of money for each 

completed session if they recorded a minimum of ten sessions per week. During the 

recording sessions, which took place in a silent room, the proctors were responsible 

for: (1) setting the microphone of the headset at a distance of 3 cm from the speak-

er’s mouth, (2) entering information about the speaker (age, gender and region) on 

the appropriate web page, (3) requesting the speaker to speak at a normal speech 

rate, and (4) depending on the speaker in question, controlling the Doar a Voz plat-

form, or teaching the speaker how to use the platform by guiding her or him through 

the first couple of prompts.  

 

Table 2. The number of speakers per age group and area of Portugal. The “Unknown” group 

contains speakers aged 60 and over whose exact age group was not recorded. 

Age/Area Centre South  North  Madeira Azores Abroad Total 

60-65 240 21 128 1 0 10 400 

66-70 106 14 47 2 0 12 181 

71-75 86 15 50 2 1 6 160 

76-80 55 6 25 0 0 5 91 

81-85 32 3 18 0 0 0 53 

86-90 18 1 12 0 0 1 32 

91-95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

96-100 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Unknown 45 1 18 0 0 4 68 

Total 582 61 299 5 1 38 986 

 
Table 3. The amount of pure speech collected and annotated for each prompt category. At the 

time of writing this paper, about 24,000 utterances still remain to be annotated. 

Prompt Category hh:mm:ss hh:mm:ss/Annotated 

Phonetically Rich Sentences 50:06:49 24:00:03 

Natural Numbers 02:52:45 01:24:37 

Isolated Digits 00:16:40 00:08:19 

Phone Numbers 05:45:60 02:49:39 

PIN Codes 02:51:42 01:23:44 

Dates 07:34:28 03:41:51 

Times 04:10:35 02:03:02 

Time Ranges 02:04:44 00:59:44 

Person Names 02:48:11 01:20:58 

City Names 03:15:31 01:34:20 

Application Words 02:03:24 01:00:11 

Application Phrases 03:42:27 01:46:38 

Web Words 01:01:13 00:30:28 

PIM 00:56:30 00:27:17 

Total 89:30:59 43:10:50 

 



Table 4. The tags available for annotating the elderly speech corpus. 

Tag Meaning 

<FILL/> Filled pauses (e.g. “umm”, “er”, “ah”) 

<NON/> Non-human noises (e.g. mouse or keyboard noises, radio, TV, music) 

<SPN/> Human noises (e.g. coughs, audible breath, prompt echoes) 

<UNKNOWN/> Unintelligible and truncated words, unclear speech from non-primary speakers 

4 Corpus 

4.1 Overview of the Speech Data 

During the data collection effort, we recorded read speech from 986 elderly subjects 

aged 60 and over – 714 (72.4%) of them female and 272 (27.6%) of them male. 

Table 2 presents information about the age distribution and the regional origin of the 

speakers. As one might expect, the number of subjects per age group decreases with 

age. Demographically speaking, the collected speech data might not be fully repre-

sentative of the elderly population in Portugal (e.g. Madeira and Azores are un-

derrepresented and women are overrepresented). However, we managed to collect 

speech from a much larger slice of the elderly population (986 speakers out of a total 

of 2 million elderly people) than any other elderly speech data collection efforts that 

we are aware of (e.g. S-JNAS collected speech from301 speakers out of a total of 

40.5 million elderly people [14]). 

We recorded about 190 hours of data, of which almost 90 hours is pure speech. 

In terms of word tokens and types, the data contains about 810,000 word tokens and 

about 10,400 word types. Table 3 presents the amount of pure speech for each 

prompt category, together with the amount of pure speech whose transcriptions have 

been verified and annotated (cf. Section 4.2).  

 

4.2 Transcription and Annotation 

The transcription and annotation of the corpus is still underway. The orthographic 

transcriptions of about 50% of the data have already been verified manually. Two 

Microsoft employees trained for the task are listening to the recordings and, when 

necessary, changing the prompts presented to the speakers such that they correspond 

to what the speakers have actually said. All utterances containing number expres-

sions are verified as the corresponding speaker prompts contained the unnormalised 

forms of the number expressions (cf. Section 2.2). The rest of the verified data orig-

inates from the beginning of the corpus, with all utterances included regardless of 

their category (cf. Table 1). All orthographic transcriptions are written in capital 

letters. All punctuation (e.g. commas) appearing in the speaker prompts is automati-

cally removed; the only exception is spelled letters, which are disambiguated from 

one-letter words using a trailing period (e.g. “A.”). 

While verifying the orthographic transcriptions, the annotators are also annotat-

ing filled pauses, damaged words (e.g. false starts), unintelligible words, human 

noises (e.g. coughs) and non-human noises (e.g. music, mouse clicks) using the tags 

presented in Table 4. The annotation work is carried out using an in-house transcrip-



tion tool. At the time of writing this paper, we have about 24,000 utterances contain-

ing, for instance, unnormalised number expressions left to be verified and annotated. 

The remaining ~35% of the data will not be verified or annotated. 

 

4.3 Data Quality Control and Consistency 

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the data collection platform has an instant data quality 

control step. The first version of the platform checked that the recordings do indeed 

contain speech and, in addition to that, the upgraded version checked that the record-

ings do not contain any clipping. Recordings not containing speech or containing 

even a single sample of clipping were rejected. For consistency, we intend to run the 

clipping detection algorithm also on the data collected using the first version of data 

collection platform before releasing the final version of the corpus. In addition, we 

use forced alignment to identify potentially problematic utterances; utterances that 

cannot be aligned are likely to have problems in their orthographic transcriptions 

and/or their audio quality. If possible, the problems are fixed; if not, the utterances 

are removed from the corpus. 

To identify errors in the orthographic transcriptions of words, as well as “new” 

words, we break the orthographic transcriptions into individual words, and check 

those words against a large Portuguese lexicon. Using this simple method, we are 

able to identify misplaced tags (e.g. vi<SPN/>rgula (‘co<SPN/>mma’)), words that 

need to be added into the lexicon for the purpose of automatic speech recognition 

(e.g. Facebook), and words with typos. Some of the typos can be corrected automat-

ically (e.g. irgula is bound to refer to virgula), while ambiguous typos need to be 

checked against the recordings (e.g. ete could refer to several different words). 

A known shortcoming of the corpus is the missing age group information for 68 

of the speakers (cf. Section 4.1). This problem could have been prevented by auto-

matically validating the age groups entered by the proctors but was, unfortunately, 

spotted only after the data collection campaign had already finished. 

Finally, similarly to [27], we intend to validate a subset of the data by checking 

the correctness of the file names and formats, the completeness of the data, the con-

sistency between the speech data and the metadata, and the quality of the signals and 

their transcriptions and annotations. The validation will be performed by native 

speakers that have not been involved in the transcription and annotation work. 

5 Conclusions 

Between October 2010 and May 2012, we collected almost 90 hours (about 810,000 

word tokens) of pure read speech from 986 elderly Portuguese subjects. Thanks to a 

web-based data collection platform and the use of students and work seekers as 

proctors to supervise the recording sessions, we were able to complete the data col-

lection at a very low cost (less than €15,000, without the cost of verifying and anno-

tating the orthographic transcriptions). In fact, we consider our effort a successful 

example of how to collect a large corpus of high-quality read speech at a low cost 

from a subset of the population that is relatively difficult to engage. 



Researchers at INESC-ID in Lisbon, with whom we are actively collaborating, 

have already used a subset of the corpus to train and test elderly-specific acoustic 

models [28]. At the moment, we are also training and testing elderly-specific acous-

tic models using several different kinds of training setups; the best models will be 

used in the Living Home Center prototype [24] and other speech-driven applications 

aimed at the Portuguese elderly. Having learnt from our experiences during the data 

collection effort, we are now in charge of similar elderly speech data collection ef-

forts in France, Hungary and Poland. These efforts are carried out in the scope of the 

European Paelife project, which is coordinated by MLDC and aims at fighting the 

isolation of the elderly and at allowing them to remain more independent, produc-

tive, and socially engaged. The end goal of the project is to develop a Personal (Vir-

tual) Life Assistant, a virtual presence at home that supports learning, entertainment 

and social communication [29]. In addition to the ongoing data collection efforts, we 

are planning a similar effort in the mobile domain in Portugal. 

The corpus is available at request for R&D activities. Please contact Miguel 

Sales Dias (Miguel.Dias@microsoft.com) for further information. 
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